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About This Game

WARNING: THIS GAME REQUIRES SKILL.

The Orb Chambers 2 is a brutally hard physics puzzle platformer expanding on the original to make it better in every way
possible.

The game now includes MUCH more content, improved graphics and plenty of new features!

- Skill system has been added.

- Certain Items in the levels are now able to be moved around.

- More complex level designs.

- Improved lighting system and movement system.

- Earn trophies for your cabnit in your house and picture frames for completing challenges!.
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The Orb chambers 2 is allot more interactive and the keyboard now plays a big part in the game.

For anyone who has played the original you wont want to miss out on this!.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For anyone wishing to record you might need to turn the lighting engine off in game. and make sure to record at 60fps
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Title: The Orb Chambers II
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
StarSystemStudios™, Jaryd Brad Spann
Publisher:
StarSystemStudios™
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7 / Vista 32 bit

Processor: Duel core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 240

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: standard sound port

Additional Notes: Laptops and low end cards will need to play without the lighting engine.

English
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Mike Dies is a great platforming game that should get more attention! Even though there are some bugs here and there, it has
good voice acting, a great story, great level design, good art design and had challenging level design. I really hopes it comes to
more platforms in the future because there is some good potential there.. space Moth dx is shumup, the checkpoints are
awesome and it looks amazing giving you the idea that you really are a bug in the in the forest, I liked a lot the artwork they
made for the unused parts of the screen, its very arcade style, I just found out that you can grab the enemie drops using the
"shift" key, and it also do a lazer blast, the game tries to protect your lives auto using bombs when you are hit, its a optional
feature.

+amazing soundtrack
+pickup and play
+no loading screens
+great interface

10\/10. Fun mini-game for the chilled evening.
The mouse controls simulate the feeling of playing real tabletop football very well. The multiplayer modus against a friend is
really addictive and just faced major network improvements. It's a good sign to see the developer constantly polishing his
product, so a well-rounded foosball experienced can be expected.. Every time when i was in the race, error_01 appeared on my
screen, and forced me back to the menu.
Advise to people who want to buy this game: Don't but it until they freaking fix this problem, or just buy Forza Horizon 4.. It's
like Doom has been ported to a ZX Spectrum, made easier and less engaging.

You can control by mouse and using WASD.

It's a nice style, but after playing for less than half an hour, being cornerned by some kind of floating things and being sent back
to the start (I didn't save), I can't say I'm biting at the chain to have another go.

If you like your FPS to be based in the past, bewildering and cheap, then this might be the game for you. Then again, it might
not.

*Note, the game would crash if I didn't press ESC past the story line text quite rapidly*. People say it was really hard and
difficult but i finished the entire game in a mear half an hour. Too easy, good thing i bought the bundle for $4 only..
Q49PQ-7TDMV-GR4V4 - Enjoy. At least one of you. REALLY enjoying playing this physics puzzler. The concept is to simply
reach the exit door using the available objects, buttons & switches in each level. Not too difficult to solve- tho I'm only on level
6\/30 & expect the difficulty to increase... Simple but effective 3D graphics here. And the same price as a bar of chocolate.
RECOMMENDED for puzzlers.. Cool game and all though, Playing agaisnt players with silenced gear is no fun,
Information is limited where Silenced players usually leave no trace if you were camera was not the specific place you were
getting shot from,

Will be taking my money back for now, Might buy the game in the future,

Suggestions:
With the small community playing the game, At least set some balancing in terms of equipment,
I just started the game played through some campaing missions then played multiplayer matches where I was matched up with
silvers who had full silenced gear. Feels like the enemy is hacking when he can get his\/her soldiers behind my lines in 2 turns,
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I feel the DLC is overpriced but the kayak update brought me back to the game.. This game has a certain charm to it, although it
does need a lot of work. If you like games like Harvest Moon it gives off a similar feeling. After this game is fully developed I
feel as if it would be an amazing game.. This is a great software for playing games, it's easy to use, simple interface, online
manual is informtive and the comunity support for this software is vast. It is a very big help to those that want to start doing
Let's Plays or even reviews. For recording all those little moements in games that you know you talk about but want to share but
don't have the tools to do so. It is also way more lightweight then FRAPS, and much more stable and afordable to boot, for the
features it gives for the price.

It is also good to try and get it on sale, if you can, got it in the Summer sale, was worth every penny, and if I had the funds at the
time to do so, I'd have paid full price. More or less this is a good system to use with steam, the Steam notifications are also need
to be turned off, and I wish there was a way to do it now with this new version, the steam overlay can't be not seen in this
software, but a small gripe in an otherwise wonderful program. I can't recomend this enough.. Picture the scene:
Mide vs Strat Clut [Me]
Three thousand Irishmen, led by their King, assaulting my coastal town on the East coast of Ireland. My steadfast garrison, led
by their commander Nud. Carnage.
A shield castle across the gateway, my retinue swordsmen hack through the enemy, my longbowmen firing arrow after arrow,
boiling oil pouring onto my enemy.
Love the time period, love the units, love the factions
9\/10. Look, the game is far from great. It has a few bugs including a crash issue, it could use some work in the graphics
department with the backgrounds especially looking very bland, and it totally lacks any sound effects which causes a distinct
lack of feedback.

However, the game has heart and a very interesting mechanic whereby you control the leviathan (aircraft) with your keyboard
like any other shmup (Shoot'em up) while simultaniously controlling the starblade (onboard turrent thing) with the mouse. The
game needs a way more polish but the current gameplay is engaging.

If you are a fan of these types of shooters, this isn't a bad way to spend $4 (currently 2.99 on sale). I'll recommend it, with the
hope that the developer will update the game because it really has a chance to be pretty good

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=s1MPSmdQL8w. It's free content that adds more variety of weapons and skills, there are
literally no downsides.. Similar to "Solitaire Christmas Match 2 Cards", but with mahjong instead of card matching. And with
the same music that I liked so much, perfect for holiday gameplay! Only con is the hint that kicks in if you haven't made a move
in some short amount of time; it makes me feel kinda rushed. Tip: The puzzle is solved when you match all of the *gold* tiles.
At first I was trying to clear the board every time, but kept taking too many moves for the level goal. And then I thought, hey,
the goal is impossible for that number of tiles; the number of moves must be half the number of tiles. So I read the directions
more carefully. Ah... half the number of *gold* tiles.
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